Depression by creating the innovative " alphabet agencies " and programs, a series of social, cultural, and fi scal programs established to assist in the national recovery effort. One of these programs was called " Federal One " which placed unprecedented emphasis on art, culture, and cultural documentation. Through Federal One, the Federal Writers Project (FWP) employed the likes of Studs Terkel, Zora Neale Hurston, Stetson Kennedy, and Richard Wright. Oral history (or " life history " ) fi gured prominently in the lexicon of their work. Portrait of America provides the fi rst book-length study of the FWP that compares and contrasts it with the Columbia University Oral History Program and the modern oral history movement. Both the FWP and Columbia's inaugural academic program, according to Hirsch, are pivotal episodes in the history of oral history research in America. Cole agree that it is the greatest collection ever amassed. The FWP inspired StoryCorps, and even Wikipedia recognizes it and the " stories from regions that had previously gone unexplored and unrecorded " ( http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Federal_Writers'_Project ).
Hirsch observes that " few scholars calling themselves oral historians in the period from 1948 to the late 1960s wanted the FWP as an ancestor " (142). He makes a convincing argument for academic neglect toward the projectdespite the fact that diversity and multiculturalism were both at the core of the FWP. One reviewer called Hirsch the " heir " to the New Deal " liberal intelligentsia " of whom he writes (Christine Bold, The Journal of American History , 2004) . A couple of years ago at the Silver Anniversary meeting of the Southwest Oral History Association conference in Albuquerque (2006), Hirsch said he wrote Portrait of America with the goal of " opening doors " rather than being an exhaustive study (which he admits would have been " an unobtainable goal " anyway) (SOHA, " Mirror to America: The Federal Writers ' Project and Oral History Research, " April 21, 2006) . In trying to switch attention from his earlier work ( Such As Us , 1978) to this one, he has the makings of a trilogy. He is currently at work on a biography of Benjamin A. Botkin, who was the national FWP folklore editor who coined the term " industrial folklore. " Under his guidance, the project's collecting of life histories reached a high water mark in 1938 -the same year Alan Nevins ' The Gateway to History appeared. As Hirsch points out, the project's oral histories (and slave narratives) blazed an effective gateway to history on their own terms and need further evaluation and study. ' Project , 1935 ' Project , -43 (1972 . Mangione's approach is less academic and more eyewitness since he was the National Coordinating Editor for the FWP Guidebooks. The American Guide Series is a major element in these three books. Additionally, Mangione mentions bohemian professor Joe Gould -who claimed he was writing an oral history of the world. Such an exaggeration does not apply to the FWP since it lived up to its mission of writing an oral history of America. As Hirsch notes, the guidebooks were superior in content and style, covering a range of essays on art, architecture, industrial and labor history, and of course, foodways and folklore. Hirsch uses the guidebook chapters to drive his themes of " romantic nationalism and cultural diversity, the meaning of American history, and questions about American identity and nationality " (80). Hirsch fully explores the life history and oral history projects that Penkower and Mangione only touch on in their books. All three agree that time has passed over the accomplishments of the FWP. Hirsch offers a corrective to that condition.
Hirsch divides Portrait of America into three sections and an important epilogue. His premise is convincing, well researched, and developed and makes excellent use of FWP administrative materials and archival collections at the Library of Congress and National Archives. One of the extraordinary features throughout is the way in which Hirsch demonstrates how a wide range of diverse and important cultural workers (and administrators) in later years got their real
